
CUSTOMER TESTIMONIALS FOR TRM MANUAL LOCKING HUBS 
“Hi guys. All is well with my manual lockers on my 2009 Ram 3500 and they work perfectly. I have 

documented a good solid 2 to 3 mpg improvement since the install and the steering is much easier and 

feels lighter. Love em guys. Any update on the Mile Marker lock mechanisms for my setup. They were 

not available at the time of my purchase but all the holes where machined for the MM set. If now 

available please let me know price and delivery timeframe so I can place my order. Thanks again for a 

great product.”  

–Paul Oswald 3/1/2018 2009 Dodge Ram 3500 Locking Hubs

“I bought a set of hubs from you guys, I was the one that stopped by with the commercial vehicle and 

trailer. I got my hubs installed. My fuel economy has gone through the roof, which is unbelievable. So 

far since I installed the hub about a week I’ve jumped up nearly 2 miles per gallon. Prior to installing 

the new hubs, with the OEM hubs and while pulling the trailer I was getting 9.5 mpg, now with the new 

hubs installed and trailer full I’m getting 13.5 to 15 mpg depending on where I’m at. That’s amazing. 

Truly amazing. Pheno mal gas mileage. I am absolutely pleased. And the product went right in, it was a 

dream to install, really truly a dream. I want to thank you again.” 

-Kenny Condon 2/12/2018 2012 Dodge 3500 Dually Locking Hubs

“I just got back from Alabama on my road trip and I wanted to tell the Ram Man I got 24.2 mpg in my 
truck!” 

-Steve L. 2/12/2018 2004 Dodge 2500 Locking Hubs

 “The truck drives great! I can tell a definite difference in handling and responsiveness.” 

–William Bailey 12/24/2017 2006 Dodge Ram 2500 Locking Hubs

“My ASE Certified Mechanic said this was one of the easiest installs he’s ever done in 30 years! My Ram 
4500 drives and steers like a dream now. If you’re looking for Locking Hubs for your Dodge Ram Truck, 
call The Ram Man!”  

-Johnny R. 3/20/17 2014 Dodge Ram 4500 Locking Hubs



“I just wanted to write a quick note expressing my appreciation for your locking hubs. So often these 

days products fall short of the claims made by their manufacturers. That is certainly not the case with 

your locking hub conversion kits. Despite the original parts being a little stubborn to remove due to 

corrosion, the installation process was fairly simple and straightforward. Your videos were very helpful 

for the whole process. Once the job was completed, I couldn’t wait to go for a test drive. The 

difference was noticeable immediately. The steering felt much lighter and more responsive. Now my 

2011 Ram 2500 drives more like a car than a heavy truck. I haven’t put enough miles on the new hubs 

to give a report on any fuel mileage improvement yet. SO, rather than speculate, I’ll wait until I have 

some solid numbers to make a statement. Thanks again for a great product and keep up the good 

work!”  

–Jack Barnes 6/6/2017 2011 Dodge Ram 2500 Locking Hubs

“I got to say, the installation of my locking hub kit was an absolute breeze to install, took about an hour 

per side and could definitely tell a difference in acceleration and stopping, awesome kit! I’m telling and 

showing my buddies how this kit has already increased my fuel mileage and dropped my transmission 

temp. Thanks again Ram Man!” 

-Will J. 3/6/2017 2016 Dodge Ram 2500 Locking Hubs

“I received your locking hub kit for my 2012 Dodge Ram 2500, looks great and the install went GREAT! 

I’m 72 years and was able to install your locking hub conversion kit in 2.5 hours!! Very thrilled and 

satisfied with the product and service, received my product RIGHT ON TIME! I also build Hot Rods as 

well and will keep you guys in mind for disc brake systems took, just because of the service and 

product quality I received. Love The Ram Man Team and your service!”  

-Billy P. 12/24/2016 2012 Dodge Ram 2500 Locking Hubs




